A Quick Guide to Maintaining Your Dance Floor

- Never wax the floor.
- Clean and let the floor dry thoroughly before storing.
- Prior to unrolling the floor, sweep the surface it is going on and make sure there are no obstructions sticking out.
- Sweep and mop the floor at least 3 times a week using a soft push broom and Rosco All-Purpose Cleaner.
- Tape all seams together using vinyl dance floor tape on the top and sides leaving about a dimes width between rolls, or use double stick tape on the bottom.
- Avoid putting sharp edged items on the floor as this may result in damage to the floor.
- Store flooring on tube when not in use. This could be 4” or 6” pvc pipe cut to about 1’ wider than the material, which will help it unroll flat after storage.
- When rolling for storage keep the roll tight, even and centered and wrap the rolls in plastic or polyethylene.
- Store rolls standing up making sure the vinyl is snug on the pvc pipe and does not crumble at the base.
- Ask to see the Rosco Floor Installation Manual for details on deep cleaning and other information.